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An expert helps you perfect your flying skills.
Knowing about RC cars is very essential before stepping into
the racing world. If you are still an amateur, you might crib on
the fact that you aren’t able to choose the best electric
powered RC car. You need an assistance to choose the best
suitable car to pose against your rivals and this isn’t easy as
it might sound. Electric RC cars are the ones which run on
batteries. The electric batteries are in the form of battery
packs. You have a choice while choosing the battery. The
‘ready to run’ or the batteries which you need to build it
yourself are available. The ‘ready to run’ batteries are
preferred as the work load becomes very minimal. Nitro RC
cars are the ones which are tougher to maintain and they are
quite expensive. RC cars that run on battery packs are easier
to purchase. It is specifically designed for amateurs or
beginners. However, RC car fanatics who are quite
experiences use these cars for variety and comparison
purposes. RC electric cars are user-friendly and they are
available cheap in the market. This is their main advantage.
The difference between the prices of a gasoline powered RC
car and an electric RC car goes up to a hundred dollars.
No matter how old we get, we all still have some kid in us that
likes to have fun with an adult version of a kids toy. Have you
ever imagined what it would be like to build your own Radio
Controlled vehicle?
Remote control toys are the most fun toys for anyone, kids
and adults alike. Kids want them because they're cool and
exciting, parents like them for their kids because they're
intellectually stimulating and adults simply enjoy the thrill of
movement, action and speed of RC toys.There are all sorts:
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remote control cars, electric helicopters, RC ParaGliders, gas
powered RC buggies, RC cars for racing, RC Monster Trucks,
remote control semi-trucks, RC tanks, RC airplanes, RC
boats, RC motorcycles, remote control hovercrafts, even
remote control UFO's. There are the basic ready-to-play-with
remote control toys for toddlers and teens and the heavyduty, high-powered RC vehicles for the big boys -- you name
it and it's certain there's an exact RC toy replica of just about
any vehicle in the market.Before you buy just any radio
control or remote control toy, find out first what you really
need to look for. This book will give out several tips such as
these:* Make sure that the RC toy can be handled without
difficulty* Start your child with the basic electric RC toys*
When buying for kids, find RC kits that don't need soldering,
come with clear instructions and are easy for kids to
assemble themselves* Try to find RC toys that have simple
controllersRemote control toys can meet the child's need for
pretend play. For adults, they get a kick out of the speed and
control when maneuvering RC toys.
Can't get enough racing, jumping, customizing, or car
crushing? This book is for you, featuring the wildest custom
project truck creations you've ever seen; 4 killer shootouts;
tips like how to survive those suspension-breaking, carclearing jumps; basic info on nitro engines, batteries, and
electric motors; and much more! Over 150 pages in full color!

Includes all types of information on model cars, including
getting started, plastic and metal models, collectibles,
sources and advice from the experts.
This book primarily covers hobby-grade electric R/C
DRIFT car configurations. Information presented is
intended for beginners and intermediate users who want
to upgrade their EP RC cars cost effectively for the
purposes of DRIFTING! This book uses models from the
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following manufacturers for extensive demonstration:
Yokomo, Tamiya, XPress, Atomic. This link has the
complete TOC of the book: http:
//www.rcpress.com/drift.htm
A great how-to guide for building a race-winning vehicle!
Includes beginner tips and techniques for buying race
vehicles, racing assembly setup and adjustments race
tuning, and racing strategies. By John Carroll. 8 1/4 x 11
1/4; 64 pgs.; 160 b&w and 100 color photos; softcover.
Hobbyist's guide.
Singapore's best homegrown car magazine, with an
editorial dream team driving it. We fuel the need for
speed!
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools
to improve their technology and their world. The core belief
that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is
going to be better, and science and technology are the driving
forces that will help make it better.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers
to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical
DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology,
information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in
science -- PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
I hope that you will find the information helpful, useful and
profitable. The information in this ebook on various aspects of
radio controlled toys is organised into 16 chapters of about
500-600 words each. I hope that it will interest those who
want to get maximum use from their radio controlled toys. As
an added bonus, I am granting you permission to use the
content on your own website or in your own blogs and
newsletter, although it is better if you rewrite them in your own
words first. You may also split the book up and resell the
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articles. In fact, the only right that you do not have is to resell
or give away the book as it was delivered to you
??????????????????????????????????????????(??????????
?)????????????????
This book primarily covers hobby-grade off road electric
buggies, trucks and truggies. Information presented is
intended for beginners and intermediate users who want to
upgrade their R/C cars cost effectively for the purposes of
enjoyment and elementary-level racing.

This book primarily covers hobby-grade on/off road
RTR electric R/C cars. Information presented is
intended for beginners and intermediate users who
want to upgrade their R/C cars cost effectively for
the purposes of enjoyment and elementary-level
racing.
"This concise booklet guides the beginner through
every aspect of getting started ion building,
maintaining, and flying radio controlled model
helicopters. ..."--Back cover.
The book describes the types of radio-control cars
from choosing between pre-built and kits, on-road
and off-road, cars and trucks, gas(nitro) and electric
power. It then goes on to explain the tips behind
building a car, assembly techniques and tools,
setting up brakes, suspension and throttle, painting
and detailing, applying decals and then leading on to
show the best ways of maintaining a car from basic
maintenance, checking for wear, adjustments,
repairs, replacement parts and cleaning. It also
explains how to improve their performance from
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engine modifications, electronic speed controllers,
up-rating motors and batteries, changing chassis
and suspension settings, gear ratios and lightweight
components for those who want to. Having achieved
the building of the car, the book shows driving
techniques from how the controls work, cornering,
braking, jumping, racing techniques, channel
settings for racing with other cars and finally
designing and building a track from layout concepts
to design and construction suggestions.
Stadium Trucks are primarily designed for jumps and
off-road racing, while Short Course Trucks are made
to be extremely durable (to absorb contact from
other vehicles better than traditional RC trucks) for
frequent bashing. Their design concepts are totally
different. Simply put, a short course truck is for
jumping AND bashing. To protect against impact
from bashing, there has to be protection around the
car body. The tradeoff is weight. To sustain the
weight, the power system must be able to deliver
enough torque. This training book has been
developed from the ground up for beginners who
know little about the latest electric power RC
technology. As part of our RC Technology SelfPaced Training Series, this book gives an
introduction to the BRUSHLESS TRUCK
architecture. The primary goal of this book is to
explain the various brushless RC technical concepts
in very simple language. We believe that this book
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and its support materials have everything you need
for an informative, interesting, challenging and
entertaining RC educational experience. As you read
this book, if you have questions, send an e-mail to
editor@rcpress.com; we will respond promptly. You
are encouraged to visit our Web site,
www.rcpress.com, regularly. We use the Web site to
keep our readers and industry clients informed of the
latest news on RCPRESS publications and services.
Getting Started In The RC Car Hobby The Radio
Control car hobby can be great fun. You get the feel
of driving a car or truck like you could never drive
your real car. Beginners usually begin with an
electric RC truck or car and they love being totally in
control of a fully functional scale model that is just
waiting for your next command.
This book is intended as a consolidated go to guide
for everything R/C. If you are new to the hobby, this
guide is great for helping you decide which type of
model to get and how to use it. For our more
experienced readers, there is a wealth of knowledge
on how to setup and tune your remote control model
for optimal performance and handling.
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